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2.1 THE MATERIAL BASIS. Berlin and Kay (1969) and 
Kay (1975) used a massive arraY of comparative (anthropo
logical) data to focus the attention of a wide linguistic 
audience on the commonly held, basic physiological tenets 
of colour perception and clearly established that these 
species consistent, inherent, visual aptitudes find ex
pression in strong cross-societal tendencies to name co
lours in similar and non-random" ways. Not only do socie
ties develope colour names for the same foci in the spec
tr~m, but they also accumulate these names in the same or
der. Berlin and Kay refer to the names for the foci as 
basic colour terms and to the parallel phases in the accu
mulation of basic colour terms as stages. Sahlins (1976) 
and Kay and McDaniel (1978) have given concise descriptions 
of the correlations existing between the Berlin and Kay 
data and currently accepted, photoreceptive physiology. 
See McNeill (1972) and Conklin (1973) for critiques ad
dressing the implied anti-relativism of the Berlin and Kay 
claims. 

The ideal accumulation of basic colour terms follows 
the sequence presented in items (1) through (5) below. 

(1) The stage I, two-term, system consists of a simple 
contrast between (light) and (dark). The two terms ar~ 

translated as 'black' and 'white' despite the typically 
fact that each names a union of several basic colour foci. 
'Slack' might for example refer to 
brown, and red, while 'white' might 
yellow, orange, grey, and green. 

black, blue, 
include white, pink, 

( 2 ) 
between 
'white' , 

The stage II, three-term, 
hue and non-hue: (+hue) = 
(-hue, dark) = 'black' . 

system adds a contrast 
'red' (-hue, light) = 
'Red' at this stage also 

names a union of several foci. 
(31 The stage III, four-term, system 

either yellow or green. Both yellow and 
typically adds 
green contrast 

with red in, among others, a way analogous to the 
light/dark opposition In the non-hue colours. Red is per
ceived as 'pure' at a lower brightness (low value + high 
chroma) than are either yellow or green (Sahlins 1976, 
Kelly and Judd 1955). Thus red is deep in a sense similar 
to black's darkness while yellow is bright in a sense si
milar to white's lightness. This is the basis for the ~oci 
unions in the earlier stages. 

(+hue (+hue (-hue (-hue 
light') dark') 

I I yellow red 

(4) The stage V, six 
primarY colours (urfarben): 

light) dark} 

I 
white black 

term, system adds the other 
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~----(+hue) (-hue) 
/~ ;----. 

(light') <dark') (light) (dark) 

(-re~lUe) (-grQyell0W) 

I I I 
green yellow red blue white black 

urfarben 

Red and green stand in complementarY opposition as do Vel-
10\A} and 
in the 

blue. 
neural 

There are four types of 
pathwaY between the eye 

hue responsive cells 
and the brain. These 

four types form two complementary pairs: 

ce 1 1 s r ece i v i n-3 ye 1 I 0\''/ ce 1 , s r ace i v i n9 , 
\IS VS . 

ce 1 1 s rece i v i n-; b 
, ue ce 1 1 S r ece i v i ng ! , 

colour stimuli the rate cd 
cells is depressed 

In the presence of green 
in the red receiving 
(non-external stimuli) rate. As a conseguence 

91' een 

red 

fi~~ing 

ologically impossible to perceive red and green together as 
a blend or mixed colour. The same is true 01 blue and yel
low (See, e.g., De Valois and Jacobs (1968), cit. apud Kay 
and McDaniel (1978:61711). 

(5)' The stage VII, eleven-term, systeTf! adds m1>:ed ce,
lours, i.e., colours perceived as various types of inter
sections of urfarben andlor non-hue colours: intersections 
of two urfarben (=mlxedJ, intersections of one urfarbe and 
either white or 
\AJh i tea n d b lac k I 

(urfarbe) 

black (=mi>:ed'), and the 
i.e., greY (=mi>:ed"). 

intersections 

<mi::-:ed ') (-hue) 

(mi>:ed> 

(-blue) 

\ 
yel-

I (-gre~ (-green 

(-Ye lllOW) Ie 11 O:~~;~:;; 9h:;~;~~ !m;xed")) 
pur- /. /<li9ht) I 

green low red blue pie orange pink brown white grey bla~k 
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The foci for these eleven basic terms stand relative 
to one another along a light-to-dark aX1S defined in terms 
of a brightness values scale: yellow is only slightly less 
bright than white, brown and purple are almost as deep as 
black (Berlin and Kay 1969:Sfl. 

1 i gh t 
brighter 

deeper 
dark 

colour terrn 

white 
yelloi": 
pink 
oran'3e 
green, grey 
blue 
purple 
red 
brc,\i\.:n 

black 

9 
9-8 
8-E. 
7-5 
7-4 
6-4 
6-2 
5-3 
4-2 

values 

This phYsiologicallY grounded analysis that 
there maY be other possible basic terms. 
-gTeen) and purple (-green, -Yellow) can 
why not the other hue intersections? 

(-blue) 
(-Yello!,,,I) 

(-red} 
chartreuse 
aquaTfi~. r i ne 

(-green) 
orange 
purple 

If brown (-blue, dark) and plnK (-green, 
sic terms, why not the other whitened and 

(-blue} 
(-red) 
(-green} 
(-yellot.A}} 

(light) 
crearl"l 
celadon 
pink 
coeruleuro 

(dark) 
b r OVJn 

01 i ve 
cr ir{iSCin 
ultrama'(ine 

If orange {-blue, 
be basic terTfiS, 

light) can be ba
blackened hues') 

Ther~ a~~ other possib"ilities. Why not triple intersec
tions such as purple + white (= lavender) or hued greys 
such as light blue grey C= smoke)? Perhaps the inventory of 
conceivable basic colour terms ought to be more than dou
bled. Perhaps other societies have elaborated their systems 
by choosing intersections other than those considered basic 
in English, intersections English does not consistently 
name, intersections that may have been mistranslated in the 
data Dr categorized as non-basic and subsequently left un
considered. 

2.2 COLOUROLOGICAL SEMIOTICS. The biosenetically based 
system of oppositions found in the perceptual machinery for 
human colour discrimination provides the building blocks 
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for cultural/semiotic systems. Co rom u nit i e s use the narne s 
of colours and their natural opposites, red vs. green, blue 
vs. yellow, black vs. white, in a manner similar to the use 
of phones in building a phonology. Out of colour opposi
tions communities build UP meaning-related systems, each 
relative to and relevant to the particular human beings 
that created it. The coJouretic distinctions are a natural 
order system. They are the matter out of which societies 
form symbol paradigms or cultural order systems (colouro-
10gies). Sahlins (1976) believes that the greatest con
tribution of the Berlin and Kay work is that it has laid 
bare a set of colouretic distinctions upon which linguists 
can develope useful and insightful descriptions of such co-

3. THE COLOUR TERM DATA. Eleven data source~· for 
Tsirilshian vocabularies attest twenty-seven narnes. 
f CI r specitlc colours. All of these save one are descrip-
t i ve , 
tenT! in 
it is 

i.e., morphologicallY transparent. The one o~aque 

Ga'yak (=greY), but its salience (degree to which 
shared and understood in the speech community) is 

guite low. It is not, therefore, a better candidate for 
basic term status than the transparent but highly salient 
terms. A term's salience value in this discussion will be 
a function of the number of sources and the number of local 
varieties (languages, major dialects, minor dialects) at
testing to it: 

attesting term 
# cot varieties 
attesting tenn 

+ 
total sources total varieties 

salience 
value 

= 
2 

The eleven sources represent eight local varieties: four 
major dialects and five minor (local community) dialects. 
The major dialects are Nishga (Boas 1902; Tarpent 1983), 
Gitksan (Beynon 1920-24; Hindle and RigsbY 1973), Southern 
or Kitasoo Tsimshian (Tolmie 1877; Dunn 1976), and Coast 
Tsimshian. The Coast Tsimshian sources document five of 
the many local community varieties: Port Simpson (Howard 
1860; Boas 1891; Schulenburg 1894; Boas 1912), New Metla
katla, Prince Rupert, Kitkatla, and Hartley Bay (the latter 
four in Dunn 1978). 

3.1 TERMS ABOUT COLOUR. The Coast Tsimshian 
colour or coloured is wilge't (pl: wilgige't). 
ascribing colour to particular objects have the 
COLOUR-a wilge't-a NOUN: 

~,,;ord for 
Sentences 
structure 
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(1 Xs-p!iya:'n-a t"lilge'd-a laXa' 
like-smoke-connective colour-connective sky 
The sky was smoke-blue. 

The colour term agrees in number with the noun it modifies: 

( 2) t! is - t ! u : ' ! t s 9 - a to) i 1 - 9 i - 9 e d a Ga - X so: ' - t 
plur-black-connective proclitic-plur-colour 
distributive-canoe-their 
Their canoes were black. 

Within NP's colour terms govern the -m- connective: 

(3) Xsp!iya:'n-m-IaXa' 
a smoke-blue sky 

(4) t!ist!u:'lts'3-rii-Ga)(so:'t 
their black canoes 

There are two lexical 
{+mixed} colour names: 

items that modify (+hue) 

(5) Lan (=strons, deep), referring to lowered 
value and heightened saturation, e.g., 
La'n-m-ma'sk (=crimson (mask = red») 

and/or 

( 6 ) gV . .1a:nks 
, , 
\.=pale, faded; also cooked, 1 it . boiled 

(gwa:n (=upwelling), -ks (=water)), referring to 
heightened value and reduced saturation, e.g., 
g, .... Ja: I nks-'m-TfIQ' sl-:: (=Qchre) 
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1) are 
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The terms for black (see Table 

(7) t!u: !ts{-kl .955 
(For the purposes of discussion the common Coast 
Tsimshian variant in each instance will represent 
all its cognates. The number following each term 
is its salience value.) 

( 8 ) 
( 9 ) 

ksama'Xs(-k) .2:34 
Ga:X • 1 86 

Ga:::o( means 'raven' or 
'dirty' (ksama'){s (=dirtl, 
'coal,' 'iron,' or 'rock 

'black bass, I 

-I-:: (=lil-::e)). 
(spec. 

~:::sama I ;(s-I< °means 
T!u:1ts means 

cooking-stones). ' 
cally analogous: 

1< s a riia ' X s - k and 
volcanic 
t!u:!tsk 

rOI:k used as 
are etY"mologi-

t!u:lts k 
(coal, 
iron, 
rCick 1 ike) 

( d i r t 1 ike) 
ksaWia>(s k 

If one accepts this etYmological analogY, then the 
salience value of the semantic structure of the colour 
terms for black is 1.00. This pair is but one of five sets 
of similarly relatable colour terms that appear to involve 
calques and that extend colour etymologies to the 
inter-dialectal Tsimshian community. 

TABLE 1. BLAC!< 

COAST 
TS I t"lSH I AN 

1860 
1891 
1894 
1912 
1978 

HB 

PR 

touts 
t'o 'otsk 
dou.z.k 
t!i1otsk. 

t'u4~tsk 

i' 0 ~tSk 

ksarnflXs 
I. U·~t> I< 
tu'ttSk 
qa-X 
i'u- 'tsk. 
Ga·X 

SOUTHERN 
TS I t"lSH I AN 

1877 toatz 

1976 ksa'maXsk 

NISHGA 

1902 t'{j'tsk"L 
1924 do·ts 
1973 t~uuts')(t.JJ 

(HB = Hartley Bay, 
Prince Rupert) 

K = Kitkatla, M = New Metlaktala, PR = 
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The terms for white (see Table 2) are 

(10) mo:ks(-k) 
(11) t'iyo:'L-k 
(12) adi 
(13) lnoL 

.955 
• 11 7 
• 1 1 7 
• 1 1 7 

The Gitksan terms adi and 'noL mean respectively sil
verY and bright. The Southern Tsi·mshian term t!iYo: 'L-k 
means snow-like <tliyo:'XL (=snow), -\-:: (=like» as dCres the 
Coast Tsimshian term mo:ks-\-:: (mo:ks (=snow». These latter 
terms exhibit a calque-like inter-relationship. As a re
sult the salience value of the common etymology, snowy, is 
1.000. 

TABLE 2. WHITE 

COAST 
TSIMSHI.AN 

1860 rnoX· 
1 891 rn:i ks 
1894 mauksh 

1912 maks 

1978 
H8 rnoks 

rnoksk 
tno .. ksk 

I< YYlc·ks 
mo,/<'Sk. 

SOUTHERN 
TSH'lSHIAN 

1877 rno.ax 

NISHGA G I Tr:::SAf··l 

1902 -Ik' rna s 
maS-
mas-

ma.""ESXLtm 1 924 

• )rn<t.S 
M~L-r ~~s- ) ILeti 

ma·kskw 
' nJ'i' 

1983 1973 m~a)(,W5XW 
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3.3 URFARBEN. The terms for red (see Table 3) are 

(14) mas-I-:: 
(15) (Xs-)iLe: '-tk, 

mas-g-m-iLe: '-tk 

1 • 000 

.630 

The 
(=blood), 

terms built on iLe:' all 
-tk (=like), Xs- (=like), 

'mean b1oc,d-red: 
mas.; (=red), -rn-

i Le: I 

(con-
nective). 

The term mas-k relates to Coast Tsimshian 
Southern Tsimshian mi !is, both meaning breast. 
katla respondent explained that the term refers 

mas-X and 
One Kit

to the co-
lour of irritation in the breasts of a mother nursing her 
child. 

TABLE 3. RED 

COAST 
TS I t"lSH I AN 

1860 
1891 
1894 

1912 

mlsh 
mr:sk 
me.Shk 

i '378 
HB mask 

XS ?t.l'~·tk 

K mask 
PR mask / 

maSjm?;+e. 

SOUTHERN 
TS I t'llSH I .AN 

187-' misl<. 
I ~ . ! 

1976 mask 

NISHGA 

1902 
.l\c:m· .... -

maS
mE$-
i L a Ie L 
i La/~ 

198:3 rna.skw 

?i+~·7et~iO 

k-l. T 

! GITr:::E.AN 

1 924 met ·S\.\ 
it€-CltS 

1973 rnasxw 

i hlee 'eixw 

. ?'-
M.I $ - Ci\. l.I-S '(J~' 

~ 
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The terms for green (see Table 4 ) are 

(l 6) mili:'-tk .938 
(l 7) ksi-mili: '-tk .354 
(18) blaG-m-lop .118 

The term mili:'-tk means "like bile" (mili:' (=bile), 
- t k (= 1 ike) . Th e t e r ms k s i -m i L i : ' - t k , X s i -m i L i : ' - t k , and 
Xs-mli:'-sk refer to a pale chartreuse, i.e., a blend or 
intersection of green, Yellow, and white. The Tsimshhian 
focus for the common term (16) is also a green-yellow blend 
high in the brightness scale. Nevertheless Tsimshian 
speakers consider that the ksi- prefixed term refers to a 
distinct colour. They sometimes translate this term as 
"IA/atery green." The prefh: ksi- does have the 'O"leaning 
"IA/atery." It can also mean "from out of" (Dunn 1978:50). 
But in colour terms it c,ften translates as simply "like." 
The 1860 ethnographer may have in fact collected this term, 
but it is clear from his transcriptions, quismichleet and 
cusmichleet, that he considered it a word compounded of the 
terms for Yellow (michleet) and blue (quisquash or 
cusquass). 

The term 
terally means 
lop (=rock). 

blaG-m-lop, translating as "rl1oss-green,1I 1;
"mossy rock" (blaG (=moss), -rl1- (connective), 

As with black, white, and red , the salience value of 
the common etymology for green is 1.000. 

TABLE 4. GREEN 

COAST 
TS I IvISH I AN 

1860 

1891 
1894 
1912 
1978 

HB 

L" p,. 

1'-1 
PR 

'l.uis michJ~et 
c.us rnich I ee-e 
tnEtle/Hk 
mili:h"iik 
mEfT/o i3 
m",+i.tk. 
ksi trlj+f·tk 
Xsi i'Y\'.+j·tk. 
b~aGmI6'P 

mi+r·ik. 
Xsrn+i.sk. 

I /" k. X~mh·v 
h'!·.+f.ik 

SOUTHERN 
TS I l'-'!SH I AN 

1 9 76 m'd·~ ·tk 

NISHGA GITI<SAN 

1924 me+a.tll. 
1 973 rr'. hi a-txw 
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The terms for yellow (Table 5) are 

(19) 

( 20 ) 
(21 ) 
( 22) 

! yin a - q ! a 1 mo : I s 
Xs-!ya:na-q!al'fllo: IS 

!ya:na-kyla: 1m 
miLi:l-tk 

.425 

.225 

.225 

.350 

The term reported in the 1978 source means crab-shell 
yellow (Yina- (=inside of) = !ya:na- (=excrement of), 
q!almo: IS (=crab), q!al- (=empty) = tXal- (=drags against), 
mo:s (=thumb). The use of the Xs- (=ksi-) prefix calls 
attention to the fact that the colour yellow, as the colour 
green, is a pale, watery shade. The Southern Tsimshian 
term has the same etymology: !ya:na (=excrement of), ky'a:m 
(=crab). The Tsimshian terms for yellow also involve 
calque-like relationships. 

The 1860 and 1891 sources indicate that the term 
miLi: 'tk formerly named a union of green and Yellow hues. 
These data indicate an exception to the Berlin and Kay 
claims about the colour accumulation sequence since both 
sources list a term, the present, common term, for blue 
(see Table 6). The Nishga and Gitksan sources cited like
wise report a term for blue but no term for Yellow. 

TABLE 5. YELLOW 

COAST 
TSIMSHIAN 

1860 
1891 
1978 

HB 

rt\',ch-Ieei 
rndle'i.tk. 

SOUTHERN 
TS I 1V1SH I AN 

NISHGA GITKSAN 

M-/"'r 

~S-I~~Cl.-44.{ .~ 
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The terms for blue (see Table 6) are 

(23) g~",isg~",a: 's(-k) 
(24) Xs-pliya:'n 
(25) bilutxw 

1 .000 
.127 
.127 

The c 0 mm 0 n t e r m 9 \", i s 9 \A.I a : ' s k mea n sill ike b 1 u e - jaY" 
(gwisga:'s (=b1ue-jaY), gt .. tis- (=coat), gwa:s (=borrow), -I-:: 
(=like». The term }(sp!;ya:'n, meaning smoke-blue O:s-
(=1il-::e, \A.latery), p!iya:'n (=smoke), is, as are the other 
Xs-/ksi- prefixed terms, a pale, high-value colour. The 
Gitksan term bilutxw is a loan word from English. 

TABLE 6. BLUE 

COAST 
TS I tvJSH I AN 

1860 9..uis1.l.4,i\sh 
Cu.st}.IA-a.SS 

1891 ku..s ku,a,' s k 
1894 ku,s k\.l,a' sk 

1912 gu.S.!3 wa/s 4::: 

1978 9wiSSI.lJ; .s;k. HB 
X >. I" 
sp~ja·~ 

~ .. , ~""is!j!Va. S.c ". 

PR ~f'" ~ s 9\!1a.~k. 

SOUTHERN 
TSH'lSHIAN 

. NISHGA GITI<SAN 

1 902 9uS9i.Oa/05k~L 
"I" -~u.s9U,a oSc 

1983 kWisk"'o"sk: 1973 b'.IU.t,.(LU 
SW'S3WOOSXW 
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3.4 MIXED COLOURS. 

(26) (Xs-)loGa-lo'p 
(27) !ya:na-t!o'!tsk 

'3 

The terms for brown (see Table 7) 

The more general 10Galo'p, meaning literally "rc,tten 
rock" (loGa- (=rotten), lop (rock», has a morphological 
structure directly parallel to the Coast Tsimshian 
!ya:nat!o'!tsk, meaning, "rust," literally "like e>(crerllent 
of iron" (!ya:na (=e>(crement), t!o!ts (=iron), -k (=like)). 
The latter is probably a calque of the former. The term 
10Galo'p refers to a union of brown, orange, purple, and 
their mutual intersections. The ten,! !ya:nat1o' !tsl-:: refers 
to a union of brown, ochre, and orange in Hartley Bay and 
to a union of brown, fuchsine, and purple in Kitkatla and 
Metlakatla. 

TABLE 7. BROWN 

COAST 
TS I 1'·1SH I AN 

1894 
1978 

HB 

v r-,. 

M 

SOUTHERN 
TS I 1'·'lSH I AN 

NISHGA 

1983 xsl0'ialoi'opkw 

GITi<SAN 
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The terms for purple and lavender-pink (see Table 8) are 

(27) kshmushksk 
(28) ~s-ma:' !y-tk 
(29) Xs-waX-La: 's(-k) 

The first two are simply glossed "purple;" the last is 
glossed "pink" but actually refers te, the lavender cc,lour 
of huckleberries just as they begin to ripen. The three 
terms also show evidence of a calqueing phenomenon: 

ksh- mushk (=red?) -sk 
\' 
}.: 5- ma:'!Y (=berry) -tk 
Xs- waXLa: 's (=huckleberry) -I-:: 

\"Ia t e r y - be r r y 

TABLE 8. PURPLE/PINK/LAVENDER 

COAST 
TS I tvlSH I .AN 

i 894 kshmu.shksk 
1978 / 

HB XswaXta·s 
Xs (.JJ~Xi'{,~k-

1<" Xs waX.e-a~~k, 
t-'l Xs waX-el. sk 

SOUTHERN 
TS I iV1SH I AN 

-1 ike 

NISHGA GIn::SAN 

The HartleY Bay source reports an apparently recently 
developed term for orange: 

(30) Xs-t!aX-t!o'X (Xs- (=watery, like), t!aXt!o'X 
(=orange, the citrus fruit), t!aX- (iterative), 
t!oX (=suck» 

There are two terms for grey: 

(31) !ya:na-t!i:'bn (=sealion excrement), reported 
only in HartleY Bay 

(32) Ga'yak (from Hartley Bay and Metlakatla) = 
Gaya:'k (from Southern Tsimshian) 

Term (32) is the only colour name 
data that is not descriptive. 

in the Tsimshian 
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4. TSIMSHIAN COlOUROlOGICAL SEMIOTICS. The Tsimshian 
colour terminology has a number of intriguing characteris
tics. The terms are descriptive; their etYmologies are 
generally transparent; speakers consciously manipulate and 
elaborate them. Despite this, or perhaps because of this 
manipulation and elaboration, the etymologies have a high 
degree of interdialectic salience and consistency. The 
terms' semantlC structures transcend dialectal differences 
in lexical material and conform to specific morphological 
patterns for each Wortfeld. The word-fields are in fact 
calque-sets: 

BROWN 
!ya:na - t!o'!ts - k 

loGa - lo'p 

YELLOW 
yina - tXalrno: is 
y i na - Ga 1 mo : ' s 

!ya:na - ky!a:'rn 

GREEN 
rnili:' - tk 

X s - 'ml i :' - s k 

WHITE 

excrement - lava - like 
iron 
coal 

rotten - rock 

inside 
inside 

crab 
- cr·:ab 

excrement - crab 

bile - like 
watery - bile - like 

mo:ks - k 
t!iYo:'l - k 

s n 0\1.) - 1 ike 
s nOiAl - like 

BLACI< 
t!u:!ts - k lava - like 

i r c,n 
coal 

ksama'Xs - k dirt - like 

lAVENDER/PURPLE/PINK? 
)<5 - l.A,:a){La: IS - (k) 

~ s - ma:! Y 
ksh - mushk - sk 

HOSS/BROWN? 
blaG - m - lo'p 

loG - a - lo' p 

BlACI<:/PURPlE? 
ksa ... ma'Xs - k 
ksh - mU5hk - 5k 

watery - elderberry - (like) 
watery - berry 
watery - red? like 

moss - connective - rock 
rotten - connective - rock 

d i r t - 1 ike 
watery - red - like 
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In the following discussion I use the terms Wortfeld 
(lexical field) and Sinnfeld or Wortdecke (conceptual 
field) according to Trier's interpretation of field theorY 
(Trier 1934; Ohman 1953). A lexical field is a word and 
its conceptual cognates; a conceptual field is a mosaic of 
lexical fields tied together in semiotic paradigm. I will 
also use the Tsimshian term, gistXalt!m'tk (=stencil or 
pattern), to refer to Wortfeld-specific morphological mo
dels. 

Each Tsimshian colour term set is a Wortfeld charac
terized by such remarkable etYmological homogeneity and 
lexical heterogeneity as to suggest that the Tsimshian 
community has incorporated lexicallY diverse materials into 
the several lexical fields for colour by making the diverse 
lexical materials conform to rigidly conceived, specific 
gistXaltikt!m'tk or morphological stencils for each Wort
feld. The gistXaltikt!m'tk have three elements: a concep
tual etymology (stem), an abstracting-nominalizing suffix 
(Cf. Dunn 1983), and a proclitic that marks pale or faded 
colours (low chroma, high value). In the models that 
follow, the stems appear in upper case letters and 
e}:pressed as their Englist-, equivalents. An "abs" indicates 
the ab- stracting suffix in its variants: -k, -sk, and -tk. 

The word "faded" represents the several proclitics: ksi-, 
Xsi-, Xs-, xs-, Yina-, !Ya:na-, and 10Ga-. The discussion 
below establishes mosaic relationships between nine of the 
colour lexical fields. The gistXaltikt!m'tk for these nine 
terms are 

white = SNOW-abs 

black = EARTH-abs 

red = BREAST-abs 
(pale)-BLOOD -abs 

green = (pale)-BILE-abs 

blue = BLUEJAY-abs 

yellow = pale-CRAB 

brolAID = pale-EARTH-abs 

lavender = pale-BERRY-abs 

orange = pale-ORANGE 

The individual gistXaltikt!m'tk share two general 
characteristics: (1) the abstracting-nc.minalizing suffi>: is 
typical of Colour terms, being absent only in those terms 
that have a low salience value and are thus presumably of 
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more recent origin, (2) the dark (Lan) terms are unmarked 
by proclitic, while such marking defines those terms that 
name "faded" (gwa:nks) colour. The usual proclitic ksi
(also Xsi-, Xs-, and >:s-), meaning "like", "watery", "from 
out of," is clearlY relatable to the term gwa:nks (=cooked; 
gwa:n (=upwelling), -ks (=water». 

The semantic transparencY of the colour lexical 
fields, their consistent morphological patterning, and 
their marked/unmarked interrelationships indicate that the 
colour indices, i.e., the etYmological stems of the terms, 
have more than value as colour reference points. They are 
as well symbols. Their symbolic value lies not in what 
they name as colours or colour indices, but in the logical, 
paradigmatic relationships that tie index to index. It is 
this system of relationships that is the Tsimshian colour
ological conceptual field. 

4.1 THE TSIMSHIAN COLOURS AS WORTDECKE. The marked 
vs. unmarked pattern establishes a division of colour terms 
into strong vs. faded or "cocd·::ed" colours. The "cooked" 
colours are marked with one of a set of proclitics which 
set is a lexical field in its own right: 

Lan g\A.1a:nks field of marks 

black 
red ( k s i ) 
blue 

brown Yina, lya:na, 10Ga 
green (ks i) 
Yellow Yina, lya:na 
lavender ksi 
orange ksi 

The ksi- proclitic is calque for/of the other procli
tics in the field of marks: ksi (= from out of), yina (= 
inside of), lya:na (= excrement of), 10Ga (= rotteness of). 
The field of marks therefore indicates an analogical rela
tionship between faded, paled, cooked, rotten colours and 
the insides of things on the one hand and, by complement, 
an analogical relationship between strong, raw, fresh 
colours and the outsides of things on the other. The black 
vs. brown opposition stands as the model exemplar: black 
(=iron, lava cooking stone); brown C=inside of iron, 
excrement of iron, rust, rotten rock). 

The colour indices corroborate the analogy. 
for red are blood and breast, while the index 
red's physiological complement, is bile. The 
to, relativelY speaking, peripheral body. 

The stems 
for green, 

former refer 
fluids and 

anatomical features; the latter refers to the visceral bodY 
flu i d : 

red:green: :dark: 1 ight: :per ipheral :visceral 
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The index for blue is the bluejaY, an air creature or 
ts!u: !ts (=birds, bats; also = penis); the index for blue's 
phYsiological complement, yellow, is the crab, a shore wa
ters creature or amge: 'ka. Bird is to crab what breast is 
to bile: out in the air vs. down in the quiet (inside) wa
ter = peripheral feature vs. visceral fluid. See Casad and 
Langacker (1985) for another example of the semantic ex
tension and specialization of a morphologicallY marked in
side vs. outside dichotomy. 

The colour indices also name major categories of life 
forms: the breast-red/bile-green pair relates to properti~s 
of !ye!tsk (=land animals), while the blue/Yellow pair se
gregates ts!u: !ts (=flying animals) and amgeeka (=littoral 
animals). 

The 
creatures, 
ration of 
inde;{ is 
lavender, 

final pair of terms names a fourth categorY of 
ma:i (=berries), and a further semantic elabo

the inside vs. outside contrast. Orange, whose 
the citrus fruit, names a "foreign berry," IA/hile 
whose index is the huckleberry, names an indige-

nous fruit. 
In summary the colourological system contains four 

pairs of complementarY terms which name four categories of 
living beings and their contrast with unliving beings. The 
paradigm associates the nonlife vs. life contrast with the 
dark (strong) vs. light (cooked) dichotomY and with the 
outside vs. inside opposition (See Figure 1). 

unliving 

land 
animals 
(darkest and 
strongest 0 

creatures) 

alive\air and 
shore water 
creatures 

berries 
(palest of 
creatures) 

f 

dark light 
outside inside 

i r on-BLAC!< rust-BROWN 

breast-RED bile-GREEn 
(peripheral) (visceral) 

jay-BLUE crab-YELLOW 
. 

citrus-ORANGE berrY-LAVENDER 
(foreign) (indigenous) 

Figure 1. The Tsimshian Field of Colours. 

dark 

light 

4.2 HYPOTHETICAL DEVELOPMENT OF TSIMSHIAN COLOUROLOGY. 
The simplest colour system in use by the Tsi~shian is the 
three member set of the North Pacific Coast classic art 
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style. From the Tsimshian perspective this set includes 
two p a i n ted ( = t ! mm i : ' s k) colo u r s, red and b 1 a c k, and the 
unpainted ground. Although the unpainted ground is usually 
Yellow cedar, the Tsimshian refer to it as white in colour. 
This may explain the absence of yellow as a tully salient 
colour term; the term mo:ksk maY have referred until re
cent ly to a union of \.A)hite and yellow. The t !mmi: 'sk or 
painted colours are the unliving, earth black and the li
ving, blood-breast red. The classic art style outlined 
figures in black, filled in internal detail in red, and 
left the inner spaces unpainted. This use of colours con
firms their outside vs. inside symbolic values. See Baines 
(1985) for another study of the use of colours in an ar
tistic tradition to confirm a co10urologica1 analYsis. The 
three colour system of the classic art uses the colouretic 
distinctions of a stage II terminology to build a tradi
tional colourological system in which the Tsimshian symbo
lic values of colours have alreadY been established (See 
Figure 2). 

darkest 
outermost 

cc.louret ic 
primc.rdial triad 

I 
(+colour) 

~ 
(-hue) (+hue) 

(dT~tt) ~ 
black white red 

iron 
t ! u : ! t s k ma s k 

\ 

(a1~Ve) 
didu:'ls 

/ 
<painted) 
t ! mm i : ' s 

----<colour} 
wilget 

I 
Tsimshian 

classic art 
colourology 

snoV-l 
mo:ksk 

lightest 
innermost 

Figure 2. Tsimshian Co10urology Informing Stage II System. 
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The five most salient terms (with gistXalt!m'tk sali
ence values of 1.000), black, white, red, green, blue, 
might represent another stage in the development of the 
Tsimshian colourology. The outside to inside, dark to 
light, and unliving to living parameters are clearly evi
dent in such a system. Here the didu:'ls (living) colours 
consist of the outermost (tXa!a: 'Xt) blue and the innermost 
(ts!a:Y) green mediated by the intermediate (tkwidzo: 'Xt) 
red. This highly salient, five term system informs the 
colouretic matter of a stage V terminology (See Figure 3). 

<colour> 

(-hue) 

(1 i.h-r:::lk> (-Yellow> 

I I / 
white black blue 

/ ./ 
earth Jay 

/ 
sno\ .. 1 

mo:ksk t !u: !tsk gVJisgwa: 'sk 
\ 

<outer) 
tXa!a:'Xt 

<-green) <-red) 

\ \ 
ye 1 1 o v., 

/ 
red green 

/ breast 
/ 

b i 1 e 
mask yin at Xa 1 mo : ' s 

I J 
<edge) <inner) 

tkvJi dzo: 'k ts!a:Y 

<didu:' ls> 

--------------
Figure 3. A Tsimshian Five Term System. 

The current colourological system found in Hartley Bay 
is probably a fairly recent development and shows evi
dence of considerable systematization of the already esta
blished symbolic parameters. It comprises a nine member 
paradigm. I take membership in this paradigm to be part of 
the definition of "basic colour term" in that community. 
Colours divide into painted colours and unpainted ground. 
The unpainted ground is white. The painted colours divide 
into earth colours and living colours. The earth colours 
are black, i.e., iron, and its paradigmatic opposite, the 
inside of black, i.e., rust-brown. The living colours di
vide into air creature, land-animal, berrY, and water 
creature colours (See Figure 4). 



unpainted 

s n 0\4} 
white 

out 
side 
earth 

iron 
black 

out 
side 
bird 

jay 
blue 

OUTERtvl0ST 
DAR~<EST 
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painted 

living 

land berry 
animal 

/\ 
out in 
side side side 

I I 
breast bile citrus 

red green orange 

( k s ; ) (ks i ) ksi 

in 
side 
she 11 
fish 

side 

in 
side 
earth 

huckle crab rust 
berry shell brown 
pink yellow 

ksi yina yina 

INNERMOST 
LIGHTEST 

loGa 

Figure 4. Contemporary Tsimshian Colourology, 

The proclitics Wortfeld (ksi, yina=!ya:na, 10Ga) marks 
the paleness of colours in scalar fashion: the strongest 
colours, black and blue, have no mark; the next paler 
colours, red and green, are intermittently marked with ksi, 
the least intense of the inside markers (=from out of); the 
next paler setl orange and lavender, consistentlY bears the 



ksi mark; the palest, yellow, has the yina/!ya:na mark, a 
more intense inside indicator (=inside of, excrement of). 
At the peripheries of the Sinnfeld stand two 
contradictions. Brown, which is as strong as blue and red, 
has the most intense inside marks, Yina/!ya:na and 10Ga 
(rotten). While it is an inside/pale colour relative to 
its etYmological opposite, black, it is nevertheless 
stronger than any of the other pale colours, all of which 
carry less intense inside markers. At the same time white 
stands as a complementary contradiction. The paradigm 
associates life with pale, inside, and death, i.e., 
nonlife, with strong, outside. Yet white, the palest of 
colours, is associated with outside and death. 

The three strongest of the living colours, blue, red 
and green, relate symbolically to male oriented 
the hunting of birds and land animals, while 
palest of living colours, yellow, lavender and 
relate to female oriented 
berries and shell-fish. 

pursuits, the 

pursuits, 
the three 

orange, 
cd 

4.3 WIDER 
c,f the dc,main 

SYMBOLIC ASSOCIATIONS. The sYmbol paradigm 
cd c':310urs has analogies in other Tsimshian 

conceptual fields. The kinship terminological system 
identifies persons as outside and inside various categories 
such as house and lineage (Dunn 1984). The elaborate 
system of local proc1itics gives special emphasis to this 
same distinction (80as 1911 :300-312) as do the anatomical, 
meteorological, and calendrical domains. 

The Tsimshian colour symbols relate in interesting 
\Ala y s to certain c1airiis about universal s~lrflbol is"!"il. 
Levi-Strauss' strong-raw-honeY vs. weak-cooked-ashes 
paradigms (1964; 1967) come immediatelY to mind. Turner's 
discussion of the symbolism of the primeval colour triad, 
black, white, and red (1966), finds echoes in the Tsimshian 
data. He finds widespread associations of red with 
maternal blood, with the obtaining of animal food and thus 
with the male productive role in the sexual division of 
labour, and of black with bodily dissolution and the 
cessation of consciousness, with fertile earth, and with 
inactivity. He also fin.ds that "among the earliest symbols 
produced bY (human beings) are colours representing 
products of the human bodY whose emission, spilling, or 
production is associated with a heightening of emotion 
(1966:80)." Sah1ins (1976) suggests that colours maY have 
a universal symbolism rooted in some way in the physiology 
of colour perception. Thus red may be widely associated 
with strength and health in contrast to yellow and green 
which might connote illness and weakness; red might 
symbolize sexual strength whereas green and yellow often 
evoke notions of impotence. Green might represent the 
strong, raw, and fresh as opposed to the weak, ripe, rotten 
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yellow. Sahlins claims further that these symbols will 
always parallel the physiological oppositions between red 
and green, Yellow and blue, black and white. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. The Tsimshian colour 
terminology in addition to being a colour naming device is 
also a tightlY organized paradigm of colour symbols, a 
conceptual field, that transcends major and minor dialect 
boundaries. It builds on the logical relationships between 
its component lexical fields. Each lexical field in the 
colourology has its own morphological gistXaltlm'tk, calque 
stencil. Each gistXalt!m'tk integrates dialectically 
diverse lexical material so as to conform to a monolithic 
semantic structure. Each sistXalt!m'tk contains a 
descriptive stem, i.e., each is morphologically complex and 
transparent to etYmological analysis. Each colour is named 
in terms of an entity that best exemplifies it; each 
descriptive stem is a prototypic index. The paradigmatic 
relationships between the prototypic indices encode Q 

system of symbols. 
on the type of common 

The Tsimshian colour terminology builds 
colour naming tendencies identified 

by Berlin and Kay and others, but 
Tsimshian terminology than Berlin 

The relationships between 

there is much more to the 
and Kay colouretics. 
colour names and their 

prototypic indices are salient, even in the contemporary 
acculturated speech community. Not so with the symbol 
system! It is the product of structural analysis. While 
the latter is in no wise salient, the inferred symbolism is 
intriguing because it informs the whole recoverable historY 
of the development of the Tsimshian colour terminology. 
Each addition to the terminology has conformed to a 
paradigm of sYmbols already in place. Each addition has 
given increased clarity and focus to the pristine paradigm. 
The real history of the terminology is the same thing as 
the evolution of the conjectured sYmbolism. 

The ongoing systematization of the colour terminology 
uses an overt set of colour indices and a proclitic marker 
wortfeld to associate colours with several other dimensions 
and categories of the Tsimshian interpretation of reality. 
The colour symbolism alig~s death with darkness, strength, 
the raw, the masculine, the outside; it aligns life with 
light, the faded/fading, the cooked, femininity, the 
inside, softness, fragility. Light and pale pastel colours 
are the soft, delicate, feminine, living insides of the 
world. Bold colours are the hard, strong, unYielding, 
unresponsive, masculine outer crust of reality. SYmbol 
laden as they are, Tsimshian colours are not only good to 
see, they are good to feel and think, for they have the 
potential to evoke deep-seated, cultural, multidimensional, 
phatic responses. 
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